Understanding the schizophrenia phenotype in the first patient with the full SCN2A phenotypic spectrum.
The sodium voltage-gated channel α subunit 2 (SCN2A) gene encodes a subunit of sodium voltage-gated channels expressed primarily in the central nervous system that are responsible for action potential initiation and propagation in excitable cells. SCN2A mutations underlie a spectrum of distinct phenotypes, including seizure disorders, neurodevelopmental disorders, and rarer instances of episodic ataxia and schizophrenia. We report on a 38-year-old patient with adult-onset psychotic symptoms on a background of infantile-onset seizures, autistic features and episodic ataxia. Whole-exome sequencing revealed a de-novo novel SCN2A mutation (c.4966T > C, p.Ser1656Pro). This and other SCN2A mutations associated with the schizophrenia phenotype overlap those seen in neurodevelopmental disorders, suggesting a common underlying mechanism. This is the first report of a patient with the entire known SCN2A phenotypic spectrum. We highlight the importance of recognizing the psychiatric phenotypes associated with SCN2A mutations and that the phenotypic spectrum is more fluid, and less categorical, than previously thought.